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The long-awaited application for Windows 7, that
will help you prepare all your disks for short and
long term usage. Features: - helps you prepare the
hard disk, removable disks and USB flash drives
for various needs; - this is a safe application that
doesn’t touch the data stored on the disk; - has an
intuitive interface with a single click; - integrates

the performance optimization function. Drive
Format performs various tasks: * it increases the
speed of start up, the speed of operation, and the

efficiency of working with disks and the USB
flash disk; * helps you reduce the volumes of
writing to disks; * improves the stability of

operation; * saves disks with a slow speed; *
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optimizes the application behavior; * optimizes
the size of the file system (FAT, FAT32 and

NTFS). Par-Mac has been created to easily create
par or quad images from a large number of files.
You may use this utility as a simple tool to easily

create par images, or as a system for creating
multisession images in an easy way. The
following images can be created by par: -

multisession CDs/DVDs (LCD, SXA, SXG,
CHD, CD-RW, DVD-RW, DVD+RW) -

multisession CD-Rs and DVD-R/+R -
multisession CD-RW and DVD+RW - resizable

images (e.g. images with a defined size of at least
4.7 GB) - password protect images - mirror

images Features: - par image creation is very
simple - the file transfer can be directly

controlled by the mouse - during image creation,
you can use a ready-made Microsoft® Word

template for creating multisession images - you
can save a list of all the files and create a new

image using this list - you can start the creation
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process in your Operating System from a drive
image file - you can easily create multisession

images from pre-existing images - you can easily
create almost any image file type using specially

designed PAR conversion utilities (for
example,.FLV,.MOV) Idan Netz is a local
search/discovery service/app for small and

medium business (SMB). Idan is a small and
efficient service that allows you to create a
personalized database of local and online

businesses in your area. Id
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Manage all your external storage devices and
remove any free space EasiSTUDIO 2.0 is a

complete multimedia suite that lets you create,
edit and make DVD movies with ease. Create
professional DVD movies with a unique DVD
menu with 20 categories plus a multi-language
"instructions", burn your digital files to DVD,
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including your video and audio tracks, and add
video files from your own hard disk or your

network. EasiSTUDIO 2.0 lets you edit videos in
many different formats as well as create avis,

wav, mp3, mp4, mpeg, wmv and tga files in many
different formats. ** Features **: - DVD menu
with 20 categories and instructions - Burn video

from various file types such as AVI, MPEG,
MP4, MP3, WAV, WMA, JPG, GIF, TIF and

other image formats - Multilingual DVD menu:
English, Chinese, French, German, Italian,

Portuguese and Spanish - Burn your digital files
to DVD, including your video and audio tracks -

Burn movies to DVD, using the AVI, MPG,
MOV, MPEG, MKV, VOB and other supported
video formats - Add video files from your own
hard disk or your network - Create avis, wav,
mp3, mp4, mpeg, wmv and tga files in various

formats - Edit and modify your video and audio
tracks - Add subtitles, captions, chapter list and

other information into your video - Import BMP,
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PFM, JPG, GIF, TIF, EPS, PS, PA and PNM
format images - Import a wide range of audio

formats such as MP3, AAC, AC3, OGG, WAV,
FLAC, WMA, MP2, M4A and M4B - Support
Aviis, MPEG, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4,

MKV, VOB, VIV, AVI, MOV, MP4 and M4V
file types - Support a wide range of video

formats, including ASF, AVI, MPG, M2V, DV,
M2V, MPEG, MP4, MOV, MKV, VOB and

WTV Powerful and friendly multi-format
cres/converter lets you convert from hundreds of
file formats. CresMariguides.com is an expert in

file conversion and 09e8f5149f
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- Automatically formats, defragments, and secure
deletes a selected hard drive. - Runs on Windows
2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista, and
Windows 7. - Formatting Hard Disk & SSD
(Solid State Drives) will erase any existing data. -
Run a complete defragmentation of the drive. -
Secure and delete files and folders. - Supports
compressed and encrypted partitions. - Querys the
hard drive status, size, free space, and firmware
version. - Copies the whole system drive to
another drive. - A really user-friendly and easy-to-
use interface. - Works with all editions of
Windows! - And much more... What's New in
Drive Format 2.0: - Added Automatically
shrinking capability. - Added defragmentation
option. - Added Firmware revision to drive info
in the new window. - Added Error detection and
Correction to the new window. - Added Start
process and End process option. - Added Options
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for Options/Customize. - Added "Drive
Properties" for resize the hard drive icon in the
system tray. - Added "Show/Hide System Tray
Icon" in Options/Customize. What's New in Drive
Format 2.1: - Added "Format" option in
Options/Customize. - Fixed some Error detection
problems. - Added removal of the free space
before the drive and after the drive. What's New
in Drive Format 2.2: - Added Show/Hide "System
Toolbox Icon" in Options/Customize. - Fixed the
installation issue in the X64 version. - Added
more info on the "Error Detection and
Correction" option. - Fixed some hidden options.
What's New in Drive Format 2.3: - Added
"Extended" selection mode. - Added "Delete all
files with extension, All files with extension"
option. - Added "Extract the files before
formatting" option. - Fixed some problems with
Hibernating and Saving the system state. - Fixed
some startup and shutdown issue. - Added more
info on all the options. What's New in Drive
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Format 2.4: - Added "Keep temporary files on the
same drive (left-click)" option. - Fixed a crash
problem when using "Show/Hide System Tray
Icon" in Options/Customize. What's New in Drive
Format 2.5:

What's New in the Drive Format?

C: Drive Format will format a drive to NTFS,
FAT, VFAT, FFS or NTFS with a GPT partition
table. It also allows you to format the drive to a
new partition, change the drive letter, change the
drive's file system type and create a new volume
label. After formatting your drive using this
application, all its contents will be lost. Please
read the following before proceeding: To create a
new partition, change the drive letter and format a
drive, you must first erase any existing content on
the disk. To do this, you must run an application
such as DiskPart, which is included with all
Microsoft Windows systems. If you want to open
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a file on a drive when it is formatted with Drive
Format, you must first disable the "LBA"
(Logical Block Address) feature, which enables
the operating system to locate and open the files.
Then you must mount the drive, i.e., add it to the
system in order to access the files. Drive Format
supports a variety of drives, including: * NTFS,
FAT, VFAT, FFS and NTFS with a GPT
partition table. * USB 3.0/2.0 external hard drive.
* Bluetooth hard drive. * internal SATA hard
drive. * solid-state drives. The built-in ScanDisk
utility provides the ability to scan for bad sectors,
bad clusters, or bad tracks. Drive Format supports
the following options when formatting a drive: *
Select the target drive. * Enable or disable the
following functions: - Boot partition. - Select the
number of sectors for the active partition. - Select
the active partition. - Partition letter. - Create a
new partition. - Change the drive letter. - Change
the drive's file system type. - Create a new
volume label. - Delete the source or source
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partition. - Remove bootable partitions. - Assign,
modify, add and remove a dynamic disk. - Create
a bootable partition. - Set the data and metadata
attributes for each partition. - Enable or disable
Advanced Format. - Enable or disable automatic
defragmentation. - Enable or disable quick
defragmentation. - Turn on or off quick
defragmentation based on size, time or free space.
- Toggle on or off the optimization data attribute
to be written to the disk. - Toggle
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System Requirements:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 or later (64-bit is
required) CPU: Intel or AMD processor with
Intel VT-x, AMD-V or AMD-V2 technology
support Memory: 4 GB Video: NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 650, ATI Radeon HD7770, Intel HD
Graphics 4000, Intel HD Graphics 2000 or AMD
HD7770 or AMD 7990 graphics support is
recommended. HDD: 1 GB available space Rear-
side Panel: 2 USB 3.0 ports, 2 USB 2.0 ports, 2
Audio ports, HDMI
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